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ABSTRACT
This application note provides a guideline for using Texas Instruments CDCE62005 as a clock synthesizer or jitter cleaner to meet the requirements of different applications. Choosing the PLL loop bandwidth is critical for both clock generation (synthesizing) and jitter cleaning modes. Depending on the input clock phase noise, the PLL loop bandwidth can be optimized to ensure the best possible phase noise performance at the clock outputs.
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1 Background

CDCE62005 is a programmable clock driver, so engineers can choose PLL loop bandwidth variables such as PFD (Phase Frequency Detector) frequency, charge pump current and external or internal RC components for the loop filter. CDCE62005 offers both internal loop and external loop filter options. The common concern is the PLL loop bandwidth settings for a particular application.

CDCE62005 employs an internal LC based oscillator which has high gain (70 MHz/V). The VCO has a good noise floor (> 5 MHz from the carrier), but noise performance at frequencies close to the carrier frequency may not always be attractive. Based on the VCO noise characteristics and incoming reference phase noise the PLL loop bandwidth can be optimized to produce lower phase noise at the output clocks.

In general, higher loop bandwidth is recommended if the input clock reference is clean. Crystals, oscillators and TCXOs are typically considered clean clock sources. A lower PLL loop bandwidth is typically recommended if the input clock is noisy and jitter cleaning is required. Clocks traveling through backplanes, clocks from low performance PLLs, or recovered clocks from SERDES or FPGAs may be considered noisy clocks and frequently require filtering to remove excessive noise. The PLL output directly depends on input clock phase noise and PLL in-band phase up to the loop bandwidth, after that VCO phase noise and buffer’s noise floor dominate. Setting the loop bandwidth appropriately with respect to the input phase noise is always complicated. The phase noise of the VCO gets noisier close to carrier frequency. Selecting a lower loop bandwidth means that overall the PLL output is more dependent on VCO phase noise closer to the carrier frequency. Therefore, knowing the input clock phase noise performance is required to figure out the right loop settings.

Along with loop bandwidth value, Phase Margin is important for PLL stability. It is typically recommended to keep the phase margin value between 50 degrees to 80 degrees. Jitter peaking should also be considered. Too much peaking around the loop bandwidth will degrade the PLL performance.

2 Introduction

This application note will describe the impact of the performance at different loop bandwidth settings with various 100 MHz input clocks. The integrated loop bandwidth calculator provided with the CDCE62005 programming software is used to calculate the loop bandwidth and phase margin. The link for the software is: SCAC105

2.1 Loop Filter Options

The CDCE62005 offers both internal (completely integrated) and external loop filter options. In clock synthesizes mode using a higher PLL loop bandwidth yields better performance, therefore internal loop filter can be used and no external components are required. When the CDCE62005 is used as a jitter cleaner, a lower PLL loop bandwidth is recommended to clean low frequency and high frequency noise from the reference clock and the external loop filter option is typically recommended.

3 Measurements

All measurements were taken at nominal conditions (3.3V power supply and room temperature) using the CDCE62005 EVM. Outputs are configured in LVPECL mode. The CDCE62005 EVM is available for purchase in TI's eStore: http://focus.ti.com/docs/toolsw/folders/print/cdce62005evm.html

The integration bandwidth for RMS Jitter measurements of the 100 MHz clock is 10 kHz to 20 MHz; for 25 MHz clock measurements the bandwidth is 10 kHz to 5 MHz.
3.1 Input Clock Sources

Three different clock input sources were used to show the impact on PLL performance over different PLL loop bandwidth settings. A 25 MHz crystal was also used to show phase noise measurements at different loop bandwidth settings (crystal or oscillators are commonly used with CDCE62005 to generate higher frequencies).

100 MHz Wenzel Oscillator – a clean clock source

![Phase Noise Plot of 100 MHz Generated from a Clean Clock Source (Wenzel Oscillator)](image)

Figure 1. Phase Noise Plot of 100 MHz Generated from a Clean Clock Source (Wenzel Oscillator)

100 MHz clock from Signal Generator – A typical clock source
Figure 2. Phase noise Performance of a Typical Source (Agilent + HP8133)

100 MHz from a fractional PLL based clock driver – A noisy clock input

Figure 3. Phase Noise Performance of a Noisy PLL

25 MHz clock from Crystal and CDCE62005 SMARTMUX output
Figure 4. Phase Noise Performance of a Common Crystal and CDCE62005 Internal Oscillator
3.2 Free Running VCO Phase Noise Performance

The internal VCO of CDCE62005 was set to 2000 MHz and BUS frequency (directly after the pre-scaler) was 1000 MHz. The free running phase noise data can be helpful when configuring the PLL loop bandwidth. Below are two plots showing the phase noise performances of the free running VCO at 1000 MHz and a 100 MHz output.

Figure 5. 1000 MHz Free Running VCO Phase Noise Performance
Figure 6. 100 MHz Free Running VCO Phase Noise Performance

The VCO phase noise data indicates that the 100 MHz VCO phase noise (> 5 MHz from the carrier) is around −153 dBc/Hz. The close to the carrier phase noise decreases about 25 dBc/decade.
3.3 **CDCE62005 Output Phase Noise Performance**

As mentioned earlier, the overall phase noise performance depends on input clock phase noise, VCO phase noises, PLL in-band phase noise and PLL loop bandwidth settings. For the CDCE62005, VCO and in-band phase noise performances are fixed, so the data below indicates how input clock quality and loop bandwidth settings influence the PLL output phase noise performance.

3.3.1 **Phase Noise Measurements with 25 MHz Crystal**

Figure 4 indicates using a crystal as a clock reference (connected to AUXIN pin) provides a clean clock reference for the PLL. In the synthesizer mode, CDCE62005 typically uses low frequency crystal or crystal oscillator to generate higher frequency clocks. A common PLL loop bandwidth setting is shown below (Figure 7):

![ PLL Loop Bandwidth Calculation at 520 kHz ](image)
Figure 8. Phase Noise Performance of 100 MHz Clock Output with 25 MHz Crystal and 520 kHz PLL Loop Bandwidth

Figure 9. Phase Noise Performance of 100 MHz Clock Output with 25 MHz Crystal and 105 kHz PLL Loop Bandwidth
Using higher loop bandwidth settings (Figure 8) clearly indicates better phase noise performance compared to low loop bandwidth settings (Figure 9) with a crystal as the input clock reference. If the loop bandwidth is lower than 105 kHz in the above configuration, then the phase jitter will be higher as it will depend more on close to the carrier frequency VCO phase noise.

### 3.3.2 Phase Noise Measurements with 100 MHz Clean Clock

In this example, a Wenzel Oscillator (Figure 1) is used as a reference for the PLL. The same 520 kHz loop bandwidth is chosen as it provides the optimized phase noise performance.

![PLL Phase Noise Performance with 100 MHz Clean Input Clock](image)

*Figure 10. PLL Phase Noise Performance with 100 MHz Clean Input Clock*

The shadow line in Figure 10 is the input clock phase noise performance. With a clean clock and 520 kHz loop bandwidth setting, around 0.5 ps rms jitter can be achieved. With higher loop bandwidths above 520 kHz, the rms jitter number can be decreased a few femto second (fs), but keeping the phase margin value within the limit is challenging just using the internal loop filter components.

The comparison of the phase noises of the input clock and the output is easier here as both the input clock and the output clock have the same frequencies. Figure 10 shows two important characteristics of the PLL. First the noise floor of the LVPECL buffer (at 100 MHz carrier frequency) is limited to $-153 \text{ dBc/Hz}$ and secondly the PLL in-band phase noise (the contributions of the dividers and the phase detector) is limited to $-130 \text{ dBc/Hz}$. 
3.3.3 Phase Noise Measurement with 100 MHz Clock from a Signal Generator

In Figure 2, a signal generator is used here to provide a clock reference which is similar to a crystal oscillator’s output phase noise. The same 520 kHz loop bandwidth is used to show the PLL performance.

![Agilent E5052A Signal Source Analyzer](image)

Figure 11. PLL Phase Noise Performance with 100 MHz Input Clock (520 kHz PLL Loop Bandwidth)

The phase noise performance (Figure 11) of the above combination is a perfect example how this PLL will behave with a crystal based clock source. Typically crystal based oscillators have good phase noise performance close to the carrier frequency and the VCO of this PLL offers a low noise floor (> 1 MHz from the carrier; Figure 6). So setting the right PLL loop bandwidth is critical. The PLL loop bandwidth should be set in such a way that the output phase noise can take advantage of the low phase noise of reference clock at close to carrier frequency and the low phase noise floor of the VCO. The in-band phase noise of the PLL contributes up to the loop bandwidth frequency.

If a lower PLL loop bandwidth is chosen, the output jitter will be higher as the phase noise performance of the VCO at lower frequencies is worse than the reference clock phase noise performance in that region. The plot shown below (Figure 11) is taken with 105 kHz loop bandwidth.
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If a loop bandwidth higher than 600 kHz is chosen, the output jitter will be higher (compared to 520 kHz loop bandwidth setting) with this input clock as the phase noise performance of the reference clock is worse than VCO phase noise at > 600 kHz, and as a result the reference clock will contribute more noise to the PLL output clock.
3.3.4 Phase Noise Measurement with 100 MHz Noisy Clock

In Figure 3, a general purpose PLL is used here to provide a clock reference to CDCE62005. The same 520 kHz loop bandwidth is used to show the PLL performance.

Figure 13. PLL Phase Noise Performance With 100 MHz Noisy Input Clock (520 kHz PLL Loop Bandwidth)

The phase noise performance (Figure 13) of the above combination is an example how this PLL will behave with a noisy clock source. Higher PLL loop bandwidth selection (520 kHz) yields higher jitter number (18 ps rms). As the phase noise of the input clock is higher than that of PLL in-band phase noise, the PLL output phase noise follows the input clock phase up to loop bandwidth and input phase noise is contributing to the PLL output significantly.
If a lower PLL loop bandwidth is chosen, the output jitter will be lower as the phase noise performance of the VCO is better than the reference clock phase noise performance in that region. The plot shown below (Figure 14) is taken with 100 kHz loop bandwidth.

Figure 14. PLL Phase Noise Performance With 100 MHz Noisy Input Clock (100 kHz PLL Loop Bandwidth)
If the loop bandwidth is set low to 440 Hz, the output jitter will be reduced (Figure 15) dramatically even with the noisy input clock as the phase noise performance of the reference clock is worse than VCO phase noise close to carrier frequencies. The VCO phase noise contribution to the PLL output is dominant here.

![PLL Phase Noise Performance With 100 MHz Noisy Input Clock (440 Hz PLL Loop Bandwidth)](image)

Figure 15. PLL Phase Noise Performance With 100 MHz Noisy Input Clock (440 Hz PLL Loop Bandwidth)

4 Conclusions

The measured data indicates how the overall performance of the CDCE62005 depends on input clock quality and PLL loop bandwidth settings in different operating mode. The VCO phase noise performance of the PLL is fixed. Depending on input clock phase noise performance and the application, PLL loop bandwidth selection is critical to achieving the best possible performance from the PLL.
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